AP Literature and Composition: Summer Assignment

Read the following:

- *Invisible Man*, by Ralph Ellison
- *How to Read Literature Like a Professor: a Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between the Lines*, by Thomas C. Foster

After reading the above two texts, complete BOTH (parts 1 and 2) of the following:

**Part 1**

*Choose one of the following prompts to which to respond in a 3 to 5 page essay. Typed, double spaced, MLA format.*

A. In a novel by William Styron, a father tells his son that life “is a search for justice.” In what ways is the life of the narrator of *Invisible Man* an example of that search? Your well-developed essay should analyze the narrator’s understanding of justice, the degree to which his search is successful, and the significance of this search for the work as a whole.

B. According to critic Northrop Frye, “tragic heroes are so much the highest points in their human landscape that they seem the inevitable conductors of the power about them, great trees more likely to be struck by lightning than a clump of grass. Conductors may of course be instruments as well as victims of the divisive lightning.” The narrator of *Invisible Man* functions as an instrument of both his own suffering and the suffering of others. Your well-developed essay should explain how the suffering brought upon others by the narrator contributes to the tragic vision of the work as a whole.

C. In many works of literature, past events can affect, positively or negatively, the present activities, attitudes, or values of a character. How does the unnamed narrator of *Invisible Man* contend with some aspect of the past, either his personal past or societal and/or historical past? Your essay should include how the narrator’s relationship to the past contributes to the meaning of the work as a whole.

**Part 2**

The questions below require you to apply your understanding of *How to Read Literature Like a Professor* (HtRLLaP) to select themes and elements in *Invisible Man*.

For 3 of the 6 prompts listed below complete the assignment as described. Each response should be 250 – 400 words in length.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 1** – “Every Trip Is a Quest (Except When It’s Not)”
Apply the five aspects of The Quest to the narrator’s journeys in *Invisible Man*. You can view any single segment of his movements or view the entirety as a quest.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 5** – “Don’t Read with Your Eyes”
Choose a scene or episode and discuss the importance of understanding it from a contemporary (of the time in which the novel is situated) perspective regarding assumptions that the author makes, assumptions that would not necessarily be those of a 2015 reader.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 11** – “...More Than It’s Gonna Hurt You: Concerning Violence”
Many types of violence are evident in the novel. For two of these discuss the effects on the narrator.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 12** – “Is That a Symbol?”
Using the process Foster describes, investigate the symbolism in the book. Keep your analysis focused on two or three.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 19** – “Geography Matters...”
Discuss at least four different aspects of geography (remember, Foster’s definition of “geography” is very broad”) and how they impact the themes and events of the novel.

**HtRLLaP Chapter 22** – “He’s Blind for a Reason, You Know”
The title of the novel, being blindfolded, blindness, eyes – they all come up, as do psychological, moral and intellectual sightedness and its absence. Explore this topic.

*Invisible Man* is available on-line at: